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What if:
• An aircraft flies through the plume?
• An aircraft is parked overnight downwind?
• An exposed individual wants to fly for treatment?
• Should Japan be screening departures?
  Cargo?
  People?
• Should other countries be screening for arrivals?
  Cargo?
  People?
• What levels are acceptable?
• What equipment/training/PPE is needed?
Predicted atmospheric spread

A forecast by the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty Organization shows how weather patterns this week might disperse radiation from a continuous source in Fukushima, Japan. The forecast does not show actual levels of radiation, but it does allow the organization to estimate when different monitoring stations, marked with small dots, might be able to detect extremely low levels of radiation. Health and nuclear experts emphasize that any plume will be diluted as it travels and, at worst, would have extremely minor health consequences in the United States.
The 1984 Bhopal gas disaster

The human cost (estimates)

- Up to 10,000 deaths in first three days
- Additional 25,000 people died of related injuries by 1994

December 3, 1984
A cloud of methyl isocyanate gas leaks from the Union Carbide pesticide plant

Source: AFP/EPA/AI/ICMR
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New ICAO emergency operations room
Crisis Management

ICAQ Crisis Management

Humanitarian and Complex Emergencies
- NATO
- Military
- AMS providers
- ISDB
- EUROCONTROL
- Logistics Cluster
- UNHCR
- UNDP
- UNICEF

Radiation Emergencies
- Joint Radiation Emergency Management Plan
- IAEA
- EC
- IAC
- WHO
- OCHA
- UNEP
- OECD
- IRD
- INTERPOL
- UNISDR

Industry and Air Space Contingencies
- IASA
- EUROCONTROL
- AMS providers
- ATCACC

Environmental Emergency (i.e. Volcanic Ash)
- WHO
- States

Public Health Emergency
- UNICEF
- WHO
- UNDP
- WTO
- OCHA
- States

CAPSCA - Santiago, October 2012
International Atomic Energy Agency

- Inter-Agency Committee on Radiological and Nuclear Emergencies (IACRNE)
  - European Commission (EC)
  - European Police Office (EUROPOL)
  - Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
  - International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
  - International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
  - International Maritime Organization (IMO)
  - United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR)
  - International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL)
  - Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD/NEA)
  - Pan American Health Organization (PAHO)
  - United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)
  - United Nations Office for the Co-ordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UN/OCHA)
  - United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs (UN/OOSA)
  - World Health Organization (WHO)
  - World Meteorological Organization (WMO).

CAPSCA - Santiago, October 2012
ICAO Role

• Prior to Fukushima - provide information to aircraft/operators concerning radionuclear clouds i.e. limited

• Current arrangements found inadequate to manage the Fukushima accident

• Fukushima -> ICAO recommendation for IACRNE to establish:
  – Ad-hoc Working Group on Air and Maritime Transportation (WG-AMT)
  – Agreed December 2011
WG-AMT Terms of Reference

• Under Development – anticipated implementation *1 January 2013*

• Objectives
  – facilitate preparedness and response amongst concerned international organizations and trade associations for events that have an impact on the international air navigation and/or international maritime navigation.
Members

- Airports Council International (ACI)*
- International Air Transport Association (IATA)*
- International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)
- International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
- International Labour Organization (ILO)*
- International Maritime Organization (IMO)
- World Health Organization (WHO)
- World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
- World Tourism Organization (UNWTO)*
  - *Not member of IACRNE (Inter-Agency Committee on Radiological and Nuclear Emergencies)
Ad-hoc Working Group on Air and Maritime Transportation (WG-AMT)

• Meet on notification of radiation incident or emergency – as required
  – Teleconferences, videoconferences
• ICAO offered to provide secretarial support
• TORs discussed 8-10 Oct 2012
  – More work to be done......
  – Anticipated effective 1 January 2013
IAEA ‘JPLAN’
(Inter-Agency Committee on Radiological and Nuclear Emergencies)
Separate initiative

- JPLAN and proposed ad hoc Working Group
  - Relevant only to nuclear accidents
- IAEA propose a new UN wide Inter-Agency Committee to facilitate:
  - 6) Closer cooperation with UN bodies covering all transport issues
    - Facilitate and ensure visibility of harmonisation within and between modes
    - More modal interface on security
- Now awaiting discussion at UN level
• Corona virus – widespread media interest
• Minimal risk – management of anxiety

Saudis on alert for Sars-related bug ahead of haj

JEDDAH - Saudi Arabia is taking precautions to prevent disease spreading among pilgrims coming here for the annual Hajj next month after a Qatari man was infected with a virus related to the deadly Sars, a health ministry official said.

Riyadh’s assurance came as reports emerged that five people have been isolated in a hospital in Denmark with similar symptoms yesterday.

The new virus was recently identified by the British Health Protection Agency in a Qatari man who was transferred to London from Qatar. He remains seriously ill.

A Saudi national died earlier this year from a virtually identical virus, the World Health Organisation (WHO) said. Yesterday, the UN agency said it knew of no similar cases in the Gulf but was advising Saudi Arabia on precautionary measures.

WHO said in a global alert on Monday that the new virus was in the coronavirus family which causes the common cold but can also include more severe illnesses including Sars.

What sets the new virus apart from Sars, the agency added, is that it causes rapid kidney failure.

Sars swept out of China in 2003, infecting 8,000 people worldwide and killing 800.

Muslims from some 160 countries flock to Mecca and Medina during the annual Hajj pilgrimage, which begins in late October.

“The Health Ministry has taken preventive measures to deal with the influx of over two million Haj pilgrims,” deputy minister for public health Ziad Memish said.

“The measures include monitoring the entrances through land, sea and air to evaluate the people entering and obtain samples if any symptoms are apparent.”

In Copenhagen, doctors said those admitted were a family of four where the father had been to Saudi Arabia, and an unrelated person who had been to Qatar.

Chief physician Sven Sten-vang Petersen of Odense University Hospital said it has sent samples from the five for testing.

The five contacted their doctors following a Danish health authority advisory.

Singapore’s Ministry of Health has said it will be monitoring the situation closely. A ministry spokesman said on Tuesday that all hospitals here have been notified of the virus.

AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE, REUTERS
• ICAO & WHO considering communication policy
• Initial procedure most important
Suspicious powder:
November 2011 – Palm Beach International Airport

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fCGCCYznewI

Recent events at Palm Beach (from media reports)
• December 2011
• January 2012
• May 2012
• August 2012
“Suspicious white powder might be something a lot of people take seriously. But at this point, it's pretty clear that we can't freak out over every spilled bottle of Goldbond that arrives through baggage claims. But, living in *The Age of Fear*, we're just going to have to keep calling the Fire Rescue people, and they're just going to have to keep throwing on their Walter White gear so they can tell us grandma's spilled Hazel Nut Coffee Mate is harmless.”
Summary

• Fukushima accident highlighted importance of multi-sectoral approach
• IAEA is proposing new procedures for
  – radionuclear events
  – any event affecting transport
• Communicable Disease most important for planning (default)
• Further consideration required by CAPSCA:
  – Radionuclear
  – Chemical
  – Bioterrorism
• Communication procedures (especially early in event) need formalising
Our Disaster Recovery Plan Goes Something Like This...

Nuestro plan de recuperación de desastres es algo como esto
Multi-sector all hazards Public Health Emergency response
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